
DE UR DE CALDEA A BELÉN DE JUDÁ 

Mission 2. God responds 

Research 2. Creation: Science and Religion (3 points) 

Big Bang  

The most well-known theory about the origin of the universe is the one that started with a big bang or Big 

Bang. This scientific theory arose when observing the distance of 

other galaxies with respect to ours and in all directions, as if they 

had been expanded by a great explosive force. 

The Belgian priest George Lemaitre proposed this theory for the 

first time in the 1920s, when he argued that the universe began 

with a single primeval atom. This idea gained momentum thanks to the observations of other 

astronomers. 
Are the Big Bang and the Bible compatible?  

Pope Francis says that the theory of evolution and the Big Bang are completely possible, at the hand of 

God. Evolution and God are not exclusive. 

"When we read on the creation in the book Genesis in the Bible always 

we think that God was a magician's species that with a magic wand it 

could do of everything and everything, but it is not like that. The Big 

Bang, scientific theory that explains the origin of the world, and the 

evolution, they are not weak with the divine intervention. " 

The Pope Francisco made clear that God yes created the universe and to the humanity, but it did it 

following the laws of the physics and biology that " he itself designed ". That is to say, though it supports 

these scientific theories, it makes God his person in charge. 

The task grupal consists of analyzing and establishing the similarities and differences between 

the explanation of the Creation and the origin of the universe that gives the science and that 

gives the Bible and the Church attending to the words of the Pope Francisco. 


